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https://www.school-for-
champions.com/science/newtons_cradle_
derivation.htm#.ZArRjXZBxnI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzS3emevxyo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1lL-hXO27Q

Richard Feynman 1918 – 1988

https://www.school-for-champions.com/science/newtons_cradle_derivation.htm#.ZArRjXZBxnI
https://www.school-for-champions.com/science/newtons_cradle_derivation.htm#.ZArRjXZBxnI
https://www.school-for-champions.com/science/newtons_cradle_derivation.htm#.ZArRjXZBxnI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzS3emevxyo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1lL-hXO27Q


Sir Francis Bacon
1561 - 1626

…the true method of experience. 

. . first lights the candle, then by 

means of the candle shows the 

way; commencing as it does with 

experience duly ordered and 

digested, not bungling or 

erratic, and from it educing 

axioms, and from established 

axioms again new experiments. . 6

Bacon's scientific methodology can be summarized as 

follows: 1. The scientist must start with a set of 

unprejudiced observations; 2. these observations lead 

infallibly to correct generalizations or axioms; and 3. the 

test of a correct axiom is that it leads to new discoveries.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Novum_Organum

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Novum_Organum


Baruch Spinoza (1632—1677)

Causal Determinism
Spinoza ultimately conceives of the relation between infinite and finite modes, he is
clear about one thing – the system of modes is an entirely deterministic system in
which everything is fully determined to be and to act:
IP29: In nature there is nothing contingent, but all things have been determined from the
necessity of the divine nature to exist and produce an effect in a certain way.

Causal Parallelism
Causal relations exist only among modes falling under the same attribute. His explanation for this may be traced back
to an axiom set forth at the beginning of Book One: IA4: The knowledge of an effect depends on, and involves, the
knowledge of its cause.
Given this axiom, if a finite mode falling under one attribute were to have God as its cause insofar as he is considered
under a different attribute, i.e., if it were to be caused by a finite mode falling under a different attribute, then the
knowledge of that mode would involve the knowledge of that other attribute. Since it does not, that mode cannot have
God as its cause insofar as he is considered under some other attribute. In other words, it cannot be caused by a finite
mode falling under some other attribute. There can be no causal interaction between ideas and bodies. This does not
mean that ideas and bodies are unrelated to one another. Indeed, it is one of the best-known theses in the Ethics that
the lines of causation that run among them are strictly parallel: IIP7: The order and connection of ideas is the same as the
order and connection of things.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9uUBxdWO7E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9uUBxdWO7E


Three Kinds of Knowledge
With the distinction between adequate and inadequate perception, Spinoza introduces a set of further distinctions.
He begins with inadequate perception, which he now calls knowledge of the first kind, and divides it into two
parts. The first consists of knowledge from random experience (experientia vaga). This is knowledge “from

singular things which have been represented to us through the senses in a way which is mutilated, confused, and
without order for the intellect”(P40S2). The second consists of knowledge from signs (ex signis), “for example,

from the fact that, having heard or read certain words, we recollect things, and form certain ideas of them, like
those through which we imagine the things”(P40S2). What links both of these forms of knowledge is that they lack
a rational order. It is obvious that knowledge from random experience follows the order of the affections of the
human body, but so does knowledge from signs. A Roman who hears the word ‘pomum‘, for instance, will think of

an apple, not because there is any rational connection between the word and the object, but only because they have
been associated in his or her experience. When we reach what Spinoza calls the second kind of knowledge,
reason (ratio), we have ascended from an inadequate to an adequate perception of things. This type of knowledge

is gained “from the fact that we have common notions and adequate ideas of the properties of things” (P40S2).
What Spinoza has in mind here is the formation of adequate ideas of the common properties of things and the
movement by way of deductive inference to the formation of adequate ideas of other common properties. Unlike in
the case of knowledge of the first kind, this order of ideas is rational. Spinoza adds a third type, which he regards as
superior. He calls this intuitive knowledge (scientia intuitiva) and tells us that it “proceeds from an adequate idea

of the formal essence of certain attributes of God to the adequate knowledge of the [formal] essence of
things”(P40S2). He seems to be envisioning a type of knowledge that gives insight into the essence of some
singular thing together with an understanding of how that essence follows of necessity from the essence of God.
Furthermore, the characterization of this kind of knowledge as intuitive indicates that the connection between the
individual essence and the essence of God is grasped in a single act of apprehension and is not arrived at by any
kind of deductive process. How this is possible is never explained.



David Hume (1711-1776)

1. Analytical vs. empirical claims, 
the former are product of 
thoughts, the latter matter of 
fact

2. Causal claims are empirical

3. All empirical claims originate 
from experience.

"Thus we remember to have seen that species of object we 

call flame, and to have felt that species of sensation we 

call heat. We likewise call to mind their constant 

conjunction in all past instances. Without any farther 

ceremony, we call the one cause and the other effect, and 

infer the existence of the one from that of the other."

9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Hume

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Hume


Regression towards the mean….

10

Regression 

Line

Equivalence 

Line

“It is easy to see that consequence of the co-relation must be the variation of the two organs being partly due 
to common causes” 

Sir Francis Galton (1822-1911)

Galton, F. (1886). "Regression towards mediocrity in hereditary stature". 
The Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland 15: 246–263



Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

“Development of Western science is based on two

great achievements: the invention of the formal

logical system (in Euclidean geometry) by the

Greek philosophers, and the discovery of the 

possibility to find out causal relationships by

systematic experiment (during the Renaissance).”

A. Einstein, April 23, 1953

11



Jean Piaget (1896 – 1980)
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Piaget's (1936) theory of cognitive development 
explains how a child constructs a mental model of 
the world. His contributions include a stage theory 
of child cognitive development, detailed 
observational studies of cognition in children, and a 
series of tests to reveal different cognitive abilities.

“The infant’s hand hits a hanging toy. The infant sees it bob about, then repeats 
the gesture several times, later applying it to other objects as well, developing a 
striking schema for striking.”

The notion of causality in the infant’s model entails a primitive cause-effect 
relationship between actions and results. For example if Z = ‘pull string hanging 
from bassinet hood’ Y = ‘toy shakes’, the infant’s model contains the causal 
relationship Z → Y .



W. Edwards Deming (1900-1993)

“Tests of variables that affect a process are useful only if they predict 
what will happen if this or that variable is increased or decreased. 

Statistical theory, as taught in the books, is valid and leads to 
operationally verifiable tests and criteria for an enumerative study. 
Not so with an analytic problem, as the conditions of the experiment 
will not be duplicated in the next  trial. 

Unfortunately, most problems in industry are analytic.”*

13

*From preface to The Economic Control of  Quality of  manufactured product 
by W. Shewhart, 1931



Judea Pearl 

2011 Turing Award for fundamental 
contributions to artificial intelligence 
through the development of a 
calculus for probabilistic and causal 
reasoning

Don Rubin

Pearl, J. 2009. Causality: 
Models, Reasoning, and 
Inference. Cambridge 
University Press 2021

Guido Imbens
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AI development today has become fixated on singular monolithic models trained end-to-end 
without any human assistance and encapsulating an almost general intelligence-like variety 
of tasks together. The resulting models have struggled in areas like content moderation to 
sufficiently abstract beyond their limited training data. Yet, as Waymo reminds us, the most 
successful complex AI systems combine multiple deep learning models with traditional hand-
coded algorithms to address one of the greatest challenges confronting today’s deep learning 
systems: their inability to abstract from correlation to causation.

https://twitter.com/i/status/1186491285919731713

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/2019/04/18/deep-learning-and-the-limits-of-learning-
by-correlation-rather-than-
causation/?fbclid=IwAR3MUe_a0cUidgotBtedUXsVwG7cG5HHjboR5ainWcP9xNnRxNQP9yw0QaI

https://shepherd.com/best-books/how-numbers-turn-into-
information?fbclid=IwAR0Rz6yrrEnbiFx_AV4bCu6qoXV-IwhOq70SY0XleU5KVsgsCO8c2eKdcJM

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/2019/03/22/facebook-reminds-us-that-binary-deep-learning-classifiers-dont-work-for-content-moderation/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/2019/04/16/moving-beyond-monolithic-automated-fact-checking-and-context-algorithms/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/2019/04/18/waymo-reminds-us-successful-complex-ai-combines-deep-learning-and-traditional-code/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/2019/01/15/a-reminder-that-machine-learning-is-about-correlations-not-causation/
https://twitter.com/i/status/1186491285919731713
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/2019/04/18/deep-learning-and-the-limits-of-learning-by-correlation-rather-than-causation/?fbclid=IwAR3MUe_a0cUidgotBtedUXsVwG7cG5HHjboR5ainWcP9xNnRxNQP9yw0QaI
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/2019/04/18/deep-learning-and-the-limits-of-learning-by-correlation-rather-than-causation/?fbclid=IwAR3MUe_a0cUidgotBtedUXsVwG7cG5HHjboR5ainWcP9xNnRxNQP9yw0QaI
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/2019/04/18/deep-learning-and-the-limits-of-learning-by-correlation-rather-than-causation/?fbclid=IwAR3MUe_a0cUidgotBtedUXsVwG7cG5HHjboR5ainWcP9xNnRxNQP9yw0QaI
https://shepherd.com/best-books/how-numbers-turn-into-information?fbclid=IwAR0Rz6yrrEnbiFx_AV4bCu6qoXV-IwhOq70SY0XleU5KVsgsCO8c2eKdcJM
https://shepherd.com/best-books/how-numbers-turn-into-information?fbclid=IwAR0Rz6yrrEnbiFx_AV4bCu6qoXV-IwhOq70SY0XleU5KVsgsCO8c2eKdcJM
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•Objectives: Visual presentation of relationships between 
Effect and possible Causes

•How?: List of possible Causes and their Structure (Fishbone)

• Individual and Teamwork tool for improvement program 
initiation

•Possibility to select critical Causes based on Expert 
Knowledge

Cause-Effect Diagram



Cause-Effect (Ishikawa) Diagram

18

Kaoru Ishikawa
1915 - 1989
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Cause-Effect Diagram Methodology

19



Round robin process

20

1. You can say “pass”
2. You can build on other’s ideas
3. No critique allowed (even self)
4. Indicate where to note the idea 

on the fishbone diagram



Why?
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Why? Why? Why? 

22



Lost control of a car

23
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http://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations

Correlation is not causation…

http://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations
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Correlation is not causation…



The population of Oldenburg in Germany and the 
number of observed storks in 1930-1936*

year 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936

Population 

in 

thousands

50 52 64 67 69 73 76

Number of 

storks
130 150 175 190 240 245 250

* Box, Hunter and Hunter, Statistics for Experimenters: An Introduction to 
Design, Data Analysis, and Model Building, J. Wiley, 1978 
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Correlation is not causation…



Time is a confounding variable

Spurious correlation

27
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Spurious correlation
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Spurious correlation
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A demonstrable phenomenon
a.k.a. “a research claim”

“We may say that a phenomenon is 
experimentally demonstrable when 
we know how to conduct an 
experiment which will rarely fail to 
give us statistically significant 
results.”

R.A. Fisher (1935) The Design of 
Experiments, Macmillan Pub Co. 32



A demonstrable phenomenon
a.k.a. “a research claim”

“Personally, the writer prefers to set a low 
standard of significance at the 5 percent 
point… A scientific fact should be regarded 
as experimentally established only if a 
properly designed experiment rarely fails to 
give this level of significance.”

R.A. Fisher (1926) The arrangement of field 
experiments, the journal of the Ministry of 
Agriculture, 33: 504.

33
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“No aphorism is more frequently repeated in connection with field trials, than 
that we must ask Nature few questions, or, ideally, one question, at a time. 
The writer is convinced that this view is wholly mistaken. Nature, he suggests, 
will best respond to a logical and carefully thought-out questionnaire. A 
factorial design allows the effect of several factors and interactions between 
them, to be determined with the same number of trials as are necessary to 
determine any one of the effects by itself with the same degree of accuracy.” 

R.A. Fisher (1926). The arrangement of field experiments, Journal of the Ministry of Agriculture of Great 
Britain 33, 503–513.

1890 – 1962
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Strength (effect size): A small association does not mean that there is not a causal effect, though the larger the 
association, the more likely that it is causal.
Consistency (reproducibility): Consistent findings observed by different persons in different places with different 
samples strengthens the likelihood of an effect.
Specificity: Causation is likely if there is a very specific population at a specific site and disease with no other likely 
explanation. The more specific an association between a factor and an effect is, the bigger the probability of a causal 
relationship.
Temporality: The effect has to occur after the cause (and if there is an expected delay between the cause and 
expected effect, then the effect must occur after that delay).
Biological gradient: Greater exposure should generally lead to greater incidence of the effect. However, in some 
cases, the mere presence of the factor can trigger the effect. In other cases, an inverse proportion is observed: 
greater exposure leads to lower incidence.[
Plausibility: A plausible mechanism between cause and effect is helpful (but Hill noted that knowledge of the 
mechanism is limited by current knowledge).
Coherence: Coherence between epidemiological and laboratory findings increases the likelihood of an effect. 
However, Hill noted that "... lack of such [laboratory] evidence cannot nullify the epidemiological effect on 
associations".
Experiment: "Occasionally it is possible to appeal to experimental evidence".
Analogy: The effect of similar factors may be considered.

Bradford Hill, A. (1953). Observation and experiment. New England Journal of Medicine 248:995-1001
Bradford Hill, A.  (1965). The environment and disease: association or causation? Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine 58:295-300

1897 –1991

Bradford Hill Criteria for Causation
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Richard Doll
(1912 – 2005) 

Austin Bradford Hill
(1897-1991)

Br Med J. 1950 Sep 30; 2(4682): 

739–748. Smoking and 

Carcinoma of the Lung, Richard 

Doll and A. Bradford Hill
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Causality

Designed 
experiments

Observational 
studies
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Seeing

Doing

Imagining

1

2

3
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Fertilizer

Seed fertility

Texture Drainage Micro flora
Other

Yield

What we have
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Fertilizer = 1

Seed fertility

Texture Drainage Micro flora
Other

Yield

What we want
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Fertilizer = 1

Seed fertility

Texture Drainage Micro flora
Other

Random 
card

Yield

What we get 
with 

randomizaton

Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo
2019 RCT in economics



https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/10/22/economics-development-rcts-esther-
duflo-abhijit-banerjee-michael-kremer-nobel/

Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo: The 2019 Nobel couple fighting 
poverty. They pioneered “randomized controlled trials” in Economics.

https://news.mit.edu/2021/social-media-messages-
health-care-workers-reduce-travel-covid-spread-0823

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01487-3

https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/37373527/RWP22_021_Alsan.pdf?seq
uence=1&isAllowed=y

Impact of economic reforms

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-50048519
42

https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/10/22/economics-development-rcts-esther-duflo-abhijit-banerjee-michael-kremer-nobel/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/10/22/economics-development-rcts-esther-duflo-abhijit-banerjee-michael-kremer-nobel/
https://news.mit.edu/2021/social-media-messages-health-care-workers-reduce-travel-covid-spread-0823
https://news.mit.edu/2021/social-media-messages-health-care-workers-reduce-travel-covid-spread-0823
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01487-3
https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/37373527/RWP22_021_Alsan.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/37373527/RWP22_021_Alsan.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-50048519
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https://news.mit.edu/2021/study-finds-physicians-widely-effective-
messengers-covid-19-information-0715

Impact of communication media during COVID-19

https://news.mit.edu/2021/study-finds-physicians-widely-effective-messengers-covid-19-information-0715
https://news.mit.edu/2021/study-finds-physicians-widely-effective-messengers-covid-19-information-0715


Granger Causality

44
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Impact of an educational reform

Joshua Angrist

2021
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Case-
control
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Case-
control
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Case-
control
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Case-
control
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Case-
control
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https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/19/8/4859/pdf

https://libri.unimi.it/index.php/milanoup/catalog/download/73/155/653-1

https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/19/8/4859/pdf
https://libri.unimi.it/index.php/milanoup/catalog/download/73/155/653-1
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Industrial 
applications



Data flow and core components

Data Base
Server

Application 
server

Analytics 
Engine
Server

Production Environment

Cloud 
Deployment

On Premise 
Deployment

Transparent 
throughout 
production

Reports

Output

InputWeb 
interface

Manual

ETL  parcer

[REST]

[Parser]

ET.3120.A.038-P_REV.03_long

5/9/2012 7:14

(mm) ACTUAL NOMINAL LO-TOL

 

Temperature Compensation:  OFF

Temperature Compensation:  OFF

Temperature Compensation:  OFF

==========================================================================

============================================================================

====================CAGE CRITICAL DIMENSIONS =========================================================

=================== Datum Planes Definition =============================================== 

Plane B ===================================================

Plane:PLNB

Flatness 0.0484 0.1

Perpendicular 0.0489 0.1 DAT(datA)

                                                                                

Plane C =============================================

Plane:PLNC

Perpendicular 0.002 0.05 DAT(datA)

Flatness 0.0019 0.03

Perpendicular 0.0055 0.05 DAT(datB)

                                                                                

Plane D =======================================================

Plane:PLND

Flatness 0.0586 0.1

Perpendicular 0.0592 0.1 DAT(datA)

Parallelism 0.0903 0.15 DAT(datB)

© 2022 KPA Ltd., All rights reserved

Semi automatic 

Operator Panel

RS232/485

Automatic 

SOA / API

CMM / Machines / DB

54
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPYTnFx8M2A&list=PLMCuIG3AKGww8SgP0JQGOXqxu2bFThhIS&index=7

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPYTnFx8M2A&list=PLMCuIG3AKGww8SgP0JQGOXqxu2bFThhIS&index=7


Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 3

Storage 
resource pool

Compute 
resource pool

Network 
resource pool

Security 
Paradigm

Application 
Layer

Infrastructure 
Layer

SupplierManufacturing 
site

Interface Layer

Internet (web 
services)

Enterprise

Cloud hosted SaaS

© 2022 KPA Ltd., All rights reserved 55
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Monitoring, Diagnostics and Prognostics



Predictive Analytics
Using Bayesian Networks

57



Triggering event

Contextual 
information

Cause likelihood

Prioritized 
actions

Predictive Analytics
Using Bayesian Networks

58



Machine HFMP ALUM ROLLER S
Part CX141 19030
• Setup issues 18% probability
• Tool issues 71% probability

Machine SMT1
Part CX141 19030
• Setup issues 7% probability
• Tool issues 87% probability

Predictive Analytics
Using Bayesian Networks
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Reliability



Engine with Bleed System

61
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Engine Maintenance Data

62



© 2022 KPA Ltd., All rights reserved 63

Engine Reliability Analysis
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Engine Reliability Analysis



Base D

Fix
16% 0.1%

@ 2,000hours

D Other

Engine Maintenance Improvement
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Design of 
Experiments



Scoping Screening Optimizing

Initial 
assessment

Fractional
designs

Response
surfaces

Robustness

Robust
designs

Knowledge Confidence

Overview of DOE strategy



Screen:  Which are the biggest factors?

Characterize:  What is the relationship between responses and factors?

Optimize:  What is the best setting of the factors?

Verify: Are the results repeatable?

Ask a Series of Questions

Question Experiment(E) Q E Q E Q E

(Q)

Answer A A A



 

OFAT

One Factor at a Time Experiments

Effects of Reaction Time on Yield
(Reaction Temperature held fixed at 225o C)

69



 

OFAT

One Factor at a Time Experiments

Effects of Reaction Temperature on Yield
(Reaction Time held fixed at 130 minutes)

70



One Factor at a Time Experiments

Effects of Reaction Time on Yield
(Reaction Temperature held fixed at 225o C)

Study Effects of Reaction Temperature on Yield
(Reaction Time held fixed at 130 minutes)

71



? ?

One Factor at a Time Experiments

72



DoE

Reaching the Top

73



𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 + 𝛽2𝑥2
+𝛽12𝑥1𝑥2 + 𝜀

The least squares fit is
ො𝑦 = 35.5 + 10.5𝑥1 + 5.5𝑥2
+0.5𝑥1𝑥2

≅ 35.5 + 10.5𝑥1 + 5.5𝑥2

Regression Models

74



Suppose that we add an 

interaction term to the model:

1 2

1 2

ˆ 35.5 10.5 5.5

8

y x x

x x

= + +

+

Interaction is a form of curvature

The Effect of Interactions

75



DoE

Steepest Ascent

76



0 1 1 2 2

12 1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

The least squares fit is

ˆ 35.5 10.5 5.5

0.5

35.5 10.5 5.5

y x x

x x

y x x

x x

x x

  

 

= + +

+ +

= + +

+

 + +

Steepest Ascent
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Basic Steps and Guiding Principles

1. The objectives of a study should be well stated, and criteria established to 
test whether these objectives have been met.

2. The response variable(s) should be clearly defined so that the study 
objectives are properly translated to measurable variables. At this stage 
measurement uncertainty should be established.

3. All factors which might affect the response variable(s) should be listed, 
and specified. We call these the controllable factors. This requires interactive 
brainstorming with content experts.

4. The type of measurements or observations on all variables should be 
specified.

5. The levels of the controllable factors to be tested should be determined.

78



6. A statistical model should be formulated concerning the relationship between the 
pertinent variables, and their error distributions. This can rely on prior knowledge or 
literature search.

7. An experimental layout or experimental array should be designed so that the inference 
from the gathered data will be: a. valid; b. precise; c. generalizable; d. easy to obtain.

8. The trials should be performed, if possible, in a random order, to avoid bias by factors 
which are not taken into consideration.

9. A protocol of execution should be prepared, including the method of analysis. The 
method of analysis and data collection depends on the design.

10. The execution of the experiment should carefully follow the protocol with proper 
documentation.

11. The results of the experiments should be carefully analyzed and reported ensuring 
proper documentation and traceability. Modern technology can ensure that data, analysis 
and conclusions are fully integrated and reproducible.

12. Confirmatory experiments should be conducted, to validate the inference 
(conclusions) of the experiments.

79
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A treatment is applied 
as T1 or T2.

What is the treatment effect?
Is the effect at T2 greater 

than the effect at T1?

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

X

D
e
n
si

ty

3.35897

0.006051

0

Distribution Plot
T, df=7

Cox, D.R. (1992) Planning of 
Experiments, Wiley
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119 44

232 135

11 34

45 80

Paste-1 1
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Oven

-1

1

Cube Plot

Response Resistance
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Size of Full Factorial Designs

86



A     B    C    AB   AC  BC  ABC

-

-

+

+

Fractional Factorial Design
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Quality by 
Design (QbD)
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https://community.jmp.com/t5/JMP-Blog/A-QbD-update-
Current-and-future-trends-in-Quality-by-Design/ba-p/258425

https://community.jmp.com/t5/JMP-Blog/A-QbD-update-Current-and-future-trends-in-Quality-by-Design/ba-p/258425
https://community.jmp.com/t5/JMP-Blog/A-QbD-update-Current-and-future-trends-in-Quality-by-Design/ba-p/258425
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https://community.j
mp.com/t5/JMP-
Blog/The-QbD-
Column-Response-
surface-methods-
and-sequential/ba-
p/30654

https://community.jmp.com/t5/JMP-Blog/The-QbD-Column-Response-surface-methods-and-sequential/ba-p/30654
https://community.jmp.com/t5/JMP-Blog/The-QbD-Column-Response-surface-methods-and-sequential/ba-p/30654
https://community.jmp.com/t5/JMP-Blog/The-QbD-Column-Response-surface-methods-and-sequential/ba-p/30654
https://community.jmp.com/t5/JMP-Blog/The-QbD-Column-Response-surface-methods-and-sequential/ba-p/30654
https://community.jmp.com/t5/JMP-Blog/The-QbD-Column-Response-surface-methods-and-sequential/ba-p/30654
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Optimize Spore Production

Goal:  Optimize solid medium for the production of spores of 
Coniothyrium minitans.

Response:  Spore production after 31 days (in units of 109).

Results:  After optimization, production increased by a factor of 7.

97

Sequential Design of 
Experiments

An example



Optimize Spore Production

Experimental Strategy

1. Two-level screening experiment to find the key factors.

2. Extend the design to estimate all terms of second-degree 
polynomial in the key factors.

3. Use the fitted model to find the optimum conditions.

98https://community.jmp.com/t5/JMP-Blog/The-QbD-Column-Response-surface-methods-and-sequential/ba-p/30654

https://community.jmp.com/t5/JMP-Blog/The-QbD-Column-Response-surface-methods-and-sequential/ba-p/30654


Optimize Spore Production

Experimental Factors and Levels

99

HighMiddleLowUnitsFactor

905418g/LStarch

1062g/LUrea

42.51g/LKH2PO4

210.5mg/LCaCl +

0.20.10.05g/LMgCl +

421mg/LThiamin

20105mL/LTr. El.



Optimize Spore Production

• The design was a full factorial two-level 16 run design.

• Only 8 runs per day were possible.  “Day” was added as a 
“block” factor. 

• Middle levels were used to add two “center points” (with all 
factors at middle levels), one on each day.  Center points give 
a check against pure non-linear effects.

• Some factors have their levels equally spaced on a log scale. 

100



Optimize Spore Production

For the experimental code, use the following labels:

A – KH2PO4 E – Starch

B – MgCl2 6H2O F – Urea

C – Trace Elem. G – CaCl2 2H2O

D – Day H – Thiamin

E=ABC  F=ABD  G=ACD  H=BCD
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Optimize Spore Production
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YHGFEDCBA
6.2--------1
3.8-+++---+2
3.8+-++--+-3
6.2++----++4
8.8++-+-+--5
5.6+-+--+-+6
4.8-++--++-7
8.4---+-+++8
8.80000-000CP



Optimize Spore Production
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YHGFEDCBA
5.6+++-+---9
7.6+--++--+10
7.2-+-++-+-11
6.0--+-+-++12

12.2--++++--13
7.4-+--++-+14
7.2+---+++-15

10.8++++++++16
9.00000+000CP



Optimize Spore Production (Reviewed)

Experimental Strategy

1. Two-level screening experiment to find the key factors.

2. Extend the design to estimate all terms of second-degree 
polynomial in the key factors.

3. Use the fitted model to find the optimum conditions.
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Optimize Spore Production (Reviewed)

CCD factors and levels

105

LevelCoded

1.63310-1-1.633Factor

181.651501005018.35Starch

2.972.501.751.000.53Urea

36.33020103.7Tr. El.



Optimize Spore Production (Reviewed)

Three

factors CCD 

With 6 center

points

106

--- -1 -1 -1 5.8

--+ -1 -1 1 7.5

-+- -1 1 -1 9.1

-++ -1 1 1 13.5

+-- 1 -1 -1 5.8

+-+ 1 -1 1 4.8

++- 1 1 -1 5.8

+++ 1 1 1 11.4

a00 -1.633 0 0 6.1

A00 1.633 0 0 6.1

0a0 0 -1.633 0 3.1

0A0 0 1.633 0 8.1

00a 0 0 -1.633 4.5

00A 0 0 1.633 8.8

000 0 0 0 9.1

000 0 0 0 8.4

000 0 0 0 7.9

000 0 0 0 8.1

000 0 0 0 6.1

000 0 0 0 6.2

Starch Urea Trace #Spores



Optimize Spore Production (Reviewed)

107

The parameter estimates below were transformed to be

uncorrelated.

The parameter estimates below were transformed to

have equal variances.

t-Test Scale

Coded Scale

 

0.8963144

0.3201806

Lenth PSE

Intercept

Starch(-1,1)&RS

Urea(-1,1)&RS

Trace elements(-1,1)&RS

Starch(-1,1)*Urea(-1,1)

Starch(-1,1)*Trace elements(-1,1)

Urea(-1,1)*Trace elements(-1,1)

Starch(-1,1)*Starch(-1,1)

Urea(-1,1)*Urea(-1,1)

Trace elements(-1,1)*Trace elements(-1,1)

Term

 7.508086

-0.607498

 1.804869

 1.329138

-0.337500

-0.187500

 1.162500

-0.105293

-0.292791

 0.100956

Original

 7.310000

-0.496021

 1.473672

 1.085238

-0.213454

-0.118585

 0.735230

-0.075529

-0.244408

 0.082037

Orthog Coded

 20.4636

 -1.3886

  4.1254

  3.0380

 -0.5975

 -0.3320

  2.0582

 -0.2114

 -0.6842

  0.2297

Orthog t-Test

<.0001

0.1951

0.0021

0.0125

0.5634

0.7468

0.0666

0.8368

0.5094

0.8230

Prob>|t|

Parameter Estimate Population

Urea(-1,1)&RS

Trace elements(-1,1)&RS

Urea(-1,1)*Trace elements(-1,1)

Starch(-1,1)&RS

Urea(-1,1)*Urea(-1,1)

Starch(-1,1)*Urea(-1,1)

Starch(-1,1)*Trace elements(-1,1)

Trace elements(-1,1)*Trace elements(-1,1)

Starch(-1,1)*Starch(-1,1)

Term

 1.4736718

 1.0852385

 0.7352296

-0.4960208

-0.2444076

-0.2134537

-0.1185854

 0.0820371

-0.0755287

Orthog Estimate

Pareto Plot of Transformed Estimates

Effect Screening

Response Y



Optimize Spore Production (Reviewed)
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Y
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1.0316

7.508086
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Y
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.6

3
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.6
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3

-1.03

Urea(-1,1)-1
.6
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Contour Plot
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Optimize Spore Production (Reviewed)
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3.57143

7.14286

10.7143

14.2857

Y

3.57143

7.14286

10.7143

14.2857

Y

3.57143

7.14286

10.7143

14.2857

Y

Starch(-1,1)

-1.633

1.633

-1.633

1.633

-1.7963 0 1.7963

-1.633

1.633

Urea(-1,1)

-1.633

1.633

-1.7963 0 1.7963

-1.633

1.633

-1.633

1.633

Trace elements(-1,1)

-1.7963 0 1.7963

S
ta

rc
h

(-1
,1

)
U

re
a
(-1

,1
)

T
ra

c
e

 e
le

m
e

n
ts

(-1
,1

)

Interaction Profiles

Response Y



Optimize Spore Production (Reviewed)
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Horiz Vert

Starch(-1,1)

Urea(-1,1)

Trace elements(-1,1)

Factor

        0

        0

        0

Current X

Y

Response

7.6132075

Contour

7.5080858

Current Y

 5.945283

Lo Limit

8.8886792

Hi Limit

1
.6

3
3

U
re

a
(-

1
,1

)
-1

.6
3

3

Y

-1.633 Starch(-1,1) 1.633

0
Starch(-1,1)

Urea(-1,1)

Y

Contour Profiler

Response Y

Horiz Vert

Starch(-1,1)

Urea(-1,1)

Trace elements(-1,1)

Factor

        0

        0

        0

Current X

Y

Response

7.6132075

Contour

7.5080858

Current Y

 5.945283

Lo Limit

8.8886792

Hi Limit

1
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3
3

U
re

a
(-

1
,1

)
-1

.6
3

3

Y

-1.633 Trace elements(-1,1) 1.633

0
Trace elements(-1,1)

Urea(-1,1)

Y

Contour Profiler
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Optimize Spore Production (Reviewed)

First CCD

111

LevelCoded

1.63310-1-1.633Factor

181.651501005018.35Starch

2.972.501.751.000.53Urea

36.33020103.7Tr. El.

LevelCoded

1.63310-1-1.633Factor

181.651501005018.35Starch

7.046.255.003.752.96Urea

92.680604027.3Tr. El.

Second CCD



112

In the Posterior Analytics, Aristotle places the following crucial condition on proper knowledge: we think we have 

knowledge of a thing only when we have grasped its cause (APost. I 2, 71 b 9–11. Cf. APost. II 11, 94 a 20). That proper 

knowledge is knowledge of the cause is repeated in the Physics: we think we do not have knowledge of a thing until we 

have grasped its why, that is to say, its cause (Phys. II 3, 194 b 17–20). Since Aristotle obviously conceives of a causal 

investigation as the search for an answer to a why-question, and a why-question is a request for an explanation, it can be 

useful to think of a cause as a certain type of explanation.

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-causality/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADs7fWIvuVk&t=310s

Hard Data

Soft 
Data

Laws of nature

Statistical 
generalization

Domain 
generalization

Predictive 
analytics

Mechanistic 
models

Transportability

Intuition

Data

Decisions 
about

Population 
from where 
the data was 

drawn

A Related 
Population

The Future

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-causality/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADs7fWIvuVk&t=310s
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https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/reproducibility-applied-research-big-picture-ron-s-
kenett/?fbclid=IwAR1Gal5ShBdoh2gOAV_hHdlLiynX6Who01VcdhHqZBj8SiyNQaGRb_CCAHM

https://shepherd.com/best-books/how-numbers-turn-into-
information?fbclid=IwAR00jIiS41NcIdvGxYaY_5AETXCkZtscz1Lr8qE8OR5XQQ4FHmyKwhi8TFc

https://ceeds.unimi.it/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Kenett_Causality_2020.pdf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWaM6XmQEmU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txLj_P9UlCQ

On statistical significance 
and reproducability

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/reproducibility-applied-research-big-picture-ron-s-kenett/?fbclid=IwAR1Gal5ShBdoh2gOAV_hHdlLiynX6Who01VcdhHqZBj8SiyNQaGRb_CCAHM
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/reproducibility-applied-research-big-picture-ron-s-kenett/?fbclid=IwAR1Gal5ShBdoh2gOAV_hHdlLiynX6Who01VcdhHqZBj8SiyNQaGRb_CCAHM
https://shepherd.com/best-books/how-numbers-turn-into-information?fbclid=IwAR00jIiS41NcIdvGxYaY_5AETXCkZtscz1Lr8qE8OR5XQQ4FHmyKwhi8TFc
https://shepherd.com/best-books/how-numbers-turn-into-information?fbclid=IwAR00jIiS41NcIdvGxYaY_5AETXCkZtscz1Lr8qE8OR5XQQ4FHmyKwhi8TFc
https://ceeds.unimi.it/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Kenett_Causality_2020.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWaM6XmQEmU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txLj_P9UlCQ


Recap

1. Introduction

2. Data types and data integration

3. Supervised learning

4. Model performance

5. Time series

6. Data visualization

7. Causality and experimental design
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHoeeuuwcPs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHoeeuuwcPs
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